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SECTION_A
Answer both questions (either a or b).

1. a) i)
ii)

Discuss the shell model of the nucleus.
What is Solar fusion ? Explain the carbon-nitrogen cycle.
OR

b) What

2. a) i)
ii)

is meant by

B

-decay ? Describe the Fermi theory of

B

-decay.

What is binding energy ? Draw the binding energy per nucleon versus
mass number curve and explain its features.
Explain deuteron binding energy. Mention its importance.
OR

b)

Discuss the eight fold way and illustrate it in the case of Baryon and
Meson
(2x12=241

octets.

SECTION_B
1 mark for part (a), 3 marks for part (b), 5 marks for part (c). Answer any

3. a) What

four.

is meant by mirror nuclei ? Give two examples.

b)

Define Q-value of a nuclear reaction.

c)

Give an account of electric quadrupole moment.
P.T.O.
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4. a) Give the evider
b) write a shorr
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5. a) "Nuclear
b)

forces are cherna
_
charge ;-..r^independent"'
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what are the

c)

Exprain

dif
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6. a) What is meant by internal
b) State different

c)
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conversion ?
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Find the enersy
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7. a)

#:::"i:T,jn"*",.,o form .sg+
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What is meant by radiative
capture ?
b) What is meant by threshold
energy of an endoergic
reaction ?
c) Estimate the enerov releaco"r ..,r,^- .
.
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8. a) Giveanaccountof

b) Derine,avor, charm
:::t:#'odvnamics'
c) Whicfr of the follou.

reactions are allowed
and forbidden under
conservation o, ,/,n,
the
conservation of baryon
conservationor"nur!Tn"n"ss'
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i) n,+n_+Ko+K.
ii) 1. 1P-non1o
(4x9=!g)
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